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 Abstract 
The goal of this project was to design and fabricate a test stand for a miniature gas 
turbine. The requirements for this design were to include a system of sensors able to obtain data 
to perform a turbine cycle analysis using reasonable operational assumptions, in addition to 
providing safety measures adequate for a lab environment. The location for the engine’s 
operation was determined to be the Fire Science Laboratory in the basement of Higgins 
Laboratories. An uncertainty analysis was performed to determine the accuracy required for all 
sensors purchased for the stand. LabVIEW was utilized to provide an easy to use interface to 
record the data collected by the sensors. Engine control was addressed and solutions were 
developed to be implemented in the future to simplify the start-up and running process. 
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1. Introduction 
The Mechanical Engineering Department at Worcester Polytechnic Institute had a need 
for a laboratory for use in the course ME4710 ‘Gas Turbines for Propulsion and Power 
Generation’.  The focus of this lab is to analyze the performance of a miniature turbojet.  This 
project report details the establishment and design of this laboratory following its approval for 
funding from the Provost. 
The creation of the laboratory presented many challenges as a complete engineering 
problem.  These challenges range from aerospace engineering problems to safety and facilities 
issues. The most prominent challenges of the design included providing for the safety of those 
working in the laboratory and allowing for the accurate collection of all desired data from the 
engine. 
Research revealed few other academic groups attempting similar laboratory designs. 
Those that have attempted a similar task all sought to do so with fewer engine parameters to be 
calculated [1, 2].  It was found that all-in-one units are available commercially for what the WPI 
laboratory is intended to achieve.  These available technologies are however expensive and reach 
well beyond the budget of this project [3]. 
A properly designed test facility for a gas turbine engine consists of a test cell and a test 
stand. The test cell is normally a building or room that houses the test stand while the engine is 
running. In this instance the test cell will be the main Fire Science Laboratory here at WPI. The 
test stand is the actual piece of equipment that will hold the engine in place during operation. The 
test stand design is particularly important in this project as the test cell, allowing personnel to be 
close to the engine while it is running, will not provide the operators with primary protection 
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from failure of the engine. As such, the test stand will contain safety shields to protect the 
operators. 
 
1.1 Objectives 
In outlining our project there were several objectives that were outlined by the provided 
problem statement. After review with our adviser, we constructed the following list of 
objectives: 
• To design and fabricate an engine test stand that will operate under the safety restrictions 
of the Fire Science Laboratory and the WPI Occupational and Environment Safety 
organization. 
• To incorporate adequate sensors to be able to gather the measurements that are necessary 
to perform the cycle analysis for the Gas Turbines for Propulsion and Power Laboratory. 
• To record the measurements taken from the sensors using a user interface that is easy for 
undergraduate students to manage. 
• To be able to control the turbine to reach different levels of power, rotational speed and 
thrust; in order to perform the cycle analysis under different operating conditions. 
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2. Background 
Before starting this project, the group researched and reviewed several articles on 
designing and constructing miniature gas turbine engine test stands. We used this information, in 
conjunction with requirements from the Department of Facilities at Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute, to design the test stand and test cell. Our primary design concerns focused on safety, 
accurate sensor measurements and data output, and an easy-to-operate user interface. Liou and 
Leong [1] and Léonard et al [2] discuss the construction of a miniature gas turbine test stand at 
their respective universities, and detail many of the considerations they put into their design.  
Liou and Leong [1] discuss the construction of both a miniature gas turbine turbojet and 
turbo-prop at Western Michigan University. They selected the MW54 engine for their test-stands 
which was produced by Wren Turbines Ltd. This engine has since been discontinued and 
replaced by the Wren 70. The important considerations driving the engine choice of Liou and 
Leong [1] were ease of assembly and setup, low maintenance, and operational flexibility. One of 
the key differences between the two assemblies at Western Michigan University is that the 
design for the turbo-prop used an auto-start-up kit. This simplified the start-up process 
considerably compared to the turbojet. The turbojet design was much more difficult to start and 
required practice and training in order to start it on the first try. The Western Michigan 
University students designed a visual LabVIEW interface to control the engine during this 
process. 
Liou and Leong emphasized safety considerations during their design process. Several 
power sources were implemented into the design to operate separate devices of the test-stand. An 
emergency shut-down was designed into the system in case of equipment failure, and was 
integrated with the separate power sources to deactivate the system immediately when initiated. 
A secondary safety control was designed for the engine which ensures the performance remains 
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within the programmed specifications, in the event that an untrained operator does not initiate the 
start-up procedure properly.  
Parameters measured by the University of Western Michigan students are listed in Table 
1. Also included is a description of how the measurements were taken on the test stands. 
Table 1. Parameters measured by the University of Western Michigan 
Parameter Measured How 
Thrust Using a modified potentiometer and servo. As the engine moves 
the cart, the servo arm is affected by an angular displacement 
which can apply and measure resistance based on that 
displacement. This resistance is measured and converted to a thrust 
measurement. 
Case Pressure A pressure gauge mounted so that is in visible to the operators. 
Exhaust Gas Temperature A thermocouple installed into the flow in the exhaust cone. 
Shaft RPM The compressor nut is fixed with a magnet. A Hall Effect Sensor 
picks up the flux created by the magnet and sends a pulse signal to 
the Data Acquisition System for the RPM readout. 
Fuel Flow Rate Using a fuel flow meter from DigiFlow Systems. 
 
Léonard et al [2] discusses the construction of a test-stand for a Turbine Technology’s 
SR-30 at the University of Liege, in Belgium. The students’ primary criteria for selecting an 
engine were making sure the engine was small enough to operate safely in a lab environment on 
campus but large enough to house the necessary sensor instrumentation, and did not require too 
many safety measures. The original design did not include measurements necessary to calculate 
fuel consumption or air flow for the engine. The test stand did not directly measure thrust, but 
calculated it from the pressures measured in the engine.  
Over the years, students at the University of Liege incorporated these measurements 
(thrust and fuel flow) into the engine. To measure thrust they used a load cell, and removed the 
stable legs and replaced them with a plate of aluminum. This plate is suspended on steel cables, 
making it free to react to the engines thrust. A variable-area nozzle was also designed into the 
test-stand to allow the engines operating line to be adjusted, therefore eliminating the need to 
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control the engine through varying the fuel flow rate. To measure fuel flow, a volumetric flow 
rate sensor, such as those used in diesel engines, was implemented. A flow meter was used to 
accurately determine the airflow in the engine by measuring the difference between static and 
ambient pressure.  
Key lessons learned from this survey of the literature includes safety concerns that need 
to be taken into consideration, the needs behind obtaining certain measurements such as thrust, 
air and fuel flow, and sensor implementation and integration issues. These lessons are listed 
below: 
- Catastrophic failure safety precautions 
- Department approved fire protection and elimination procedures 
- Adequate sensors to handle temperature and pressure ranges at each location and the 
space limitations 
- The selected load cell must accurately measure thrust, be easy to install, and 
appropriately designed for this project’s application. 
- Implement an simple and user friendly user interface to eliminate confusion 
- Integrate an emergency shutdown switch to be easily accessible and uncomplicated 
These concepts were all taken into consideration when deciding what engine to purchase, and 
how to design our test stand. 
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3. Laboratory Experiment Design 
3.1 Laboratory Experiment Requirements 
The purpose of a laboratory experiment is to supplement the presented material from lectures 
with a physical representation of the concepts being taught. It is with this concept in mind that 
the design for the laboratory exercise has taken shape. The major goals of the laboratory exercise 
are as follows: 
• Illustrate the operational characteristics of a gas turbine 
• Provide a working example of lecture concepts 
• Calculate the performance metrics associated with engine comparisons 
• Gain an understanding of engine design elements in addition to operational parameters 
Throughout the course material of the ME4710 course, the differences between ideal and real 
operating situations are noted. With the majority of the developed calculations coming from ideal 
assumptions, such as a calorically perfect gas or an ideal combustion chamber, the ‘real’ 
characteristics of an engine are accounted for with correction factors. The physicality of the 
laboratory exercise is meant to show that with a degree of accuracy these assumptions hold in the 
actual operation of a turbojet engine.  
In order to generate a significant understanding of how the application of the theoretical 
equations melds with the operational limitations of the engine, we focused on four performance 
metrics. These metrics were specific thrust, specific fuel consumption, compressor efficiency, 
and turbine efficiency. These four characteristics are used to compare not only engines of similar 
size and functionality, but different sized engines as well. 
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3.2 Required Parameters 
The parameters required to calculate the performance metrics for the laboratory 
experiment come from analysis performed with reference to each station through the gas turbine. 
Below is a representation of a turbojet with all of the stations labeled throughout the engine.  
 
Figure 1 - Turbojet Engine with Station Numbers 
3.2.1 Specific Thrust 
The first of the required metrics, uninstalled specific thrust, is the ratio of the total 
uninstalled thrust and the mass flow rate of air through engine, as described in equation (1). The 
thrust (FA) is the non-ideal thrust and will be measured with a load cell designed into the test 
stand. By using the measured thrust, the subsequent calculations will be a more accurate 
representation of the real conditions of the engine. The mass flow term in this equation is the 
mass flow measured at the inlet to the gas turbine.  
𝑇𝑆 (𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑) = 𝐹𝐴?̇?0                                                                (1) 
To solve for the mass flow at the inlet of the engine we used equation (2) with 
assumptions for the Gas Constant of air, R, and the specific heat at the compressor, Cpc and 
measured the inner diameter of the inlet nozzle to get A1. A detailed derivation of equation (2) is 
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included in Appendix A. We will be using sensors to measure the differential pressure at inlet, 
ΔP1, the static pressure at inlet, P1, and the stagnation temperature at inlet, Tt1.  
?̇?1 =  �2𝐴12𝛥𝑃1�𝑃1𝐶𝑝𝑐 + 𝑅𝛥𝑃1�𝑅𝑇𝑡1𝐶𝑝𝑐                                                     (2) 
By substituting equation (2) into equation (1), we produced equation (3) for Specific 
Thrust. The second part of equation (3) has assumed values for Cpc and R substituted in.  
Ts = 𝐹𝐴 �2A12ΔP1 �P1Cpc + R(ΔP1)�RTt1Cpc �−
1
2 =   F𝐴 �(4.64151 ∗ 10−9)ΔP1[2.59537P1 + ΔP1]Tt1 �−12                         (3) 
3.2.2 Specific Fuel Consumption 
The second metric to be calculated is the specific fuel consumption of the engine.  This is 
calculated by normalizing the mass flow rate of fuel into the engine with the thrust output of the 
engine, as shown in equation (4). Like specific thrust, this performance metric allows engines of 
different size to be compared.  
𝑆 = ?̇?𝑓
𝐹𝐴
                                                                           (4) 
By using the uninstalled thrust measured from the test stand, the specific fuel 
consumption can be determined with a high degree of accuracy. The mass flow rate of the fuel is 
acquired through the fuel flow sensor supplied with the engine. 
 
3.2.3 Fuel to Air Ratio 
 Calculating the Fuel to Air ratio of the engine is a simple calculation as shown in 
equation (5) and only relies on the mass flow of the fuel and mass flow of air at inlet. 
𝑓 = ?̇?𝑓
?̇?1
                                                                                      (5) 
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 As shown in earlier sections finding mass flow at the engine inlet requires some calculations and 
makes the equation for fuel to air ratio more complex. Equation (6) is what the equation for fuel 
to air ratio becomes when only involving known values and measured variables. This process is 
described in more detail in Appendix A. 
f =  ṁf ∗ �4A12(ΔP1) �P1Cpc + R(ΔP1)�2RTt1Cpc �−
1
2                                                (6) 
3.2.4 Compressor Efficiency 
Following the lines of a non-ideal cycle analysis, the laboratory will take into account the 
differing efficiencies of the various components of the turbojet. The first of these components is 
the compressor. When looking at the entire engine, the compressor efficiency is important 
because it dictates the efficiency with which the compressor delivers power from the turbine to 
the flow. Compressor efficiency is defined as the ratio of the ideal to actual work interaction for 
a given compressor pressure ratio, as shown in equation (7).  
ηc = ideal work interactionactual work interaction                                                      (7) 
Since the compressor is drawing power from the turbine, a higher efficiency means that 
the compressor used less power for a given overall pressure rise, resulting in a smaller turbine, 
and therefore leaving more power available in the flow for thrust or external power extraction. 
The work interaction across the compressor is defined as a change in stagnation enthalpy across 
the compressor. Assuming a calorically perfect gas and setting γc based on constant heat 
capacities upstream of the compressor, the equation for compressor efficiency becomes:  
𝜂𝑐 = (𝜋𝑐)𝛾𝑐−1𝛾𝑐  − 1(𝜏𝑐 − 1)                                                                 (8) 
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Equation (8) shows that the compressor efficiency can be determined from the stagnation 
pressure and temperature ratios across the compressor.  
To find compressor efficiency using equation (8) we must solve for compressor pressure 
ratio, πc, and compressor temperature ratio, τc. To solve for these variables we used equations 
(9) and (10). Equation (9), solving for compressor pressure ratio, is shown in its original form, 
and then in a form that includes the equation for mass flow at the inlet to express the equation 
only in terms of known and measured parameters. A detailed derivation of equation (9) is 
included in Appendix A.  
πc = P3(ΔP1−P1) + ṁ122ρ3A32(ΔP1−P1) = A3P3�Cpc+2R�−Cpc�A32P32−�4RTt3A1
2(ΔP1)�P1Cpc+R(ΔP1)�
Tt1�Cpc
2�
�
2RA3(ΔP1+P1)      (9)  
𝜏𝑐 = 𝑇𝑡3𝑇𝑡1                                                                                (10) 
Once equations (9) and (10) are simplified to measurable variables they can then be 
substituted into equation (8) to solve for compressor efficiency in terms of the measured 
variables, as shown in equation (11).  
ηc =  ⎩⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎧
 A3P3�Cpc + 2R� − Cpc�A32P32 − �
4RTt3A12(ΔP1) �P1Cpc + R(ΔP1)�Tt1�Cpc2� �2RA3(ΔP1 + P1)
⎭
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎪
⎪
⎫
γc−1
γc
− 1
�Tt3 Tt1� � − 1                 (11) 
Equation (12) shows the substitution of the utilized constants into equation (11). Equation 
(12) proves that we can solve for compressor efficiency by measuring static pressure after the 
compressor, P3, stagnation temperature after the compressor, Tt3, the differential pressure at 
inlet, ΔP1, static pressure at inlet, P1, and stagnation temperature at inlet, Tt1.  
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ηc =  ⎩⎪⎨
⎪
⎧6.68177P3−1004.15�.000014P32−.0002063Tt3ΔP1(2.59537P1+ΔP1)Tt1
2.90804(ΔP1+P1)
⎭
⎪
⎬
⎪
⎫
.285714
−1
�
Tt3
Tt1
�−1
         (12)  
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4. Component Selection 
4.1 Engine Selection 
An important part of the project was the selection of the gas turbine engine that would be 
tested in the lab.  This engine selection drove many other aspects of the project, including the 
choice of parameters to be measured, and the exhaust requirements of the room.  The selection 
was based upon many criteria and four engines from different companies were compared. The 
engines and respective companies being considered include the Wren 70 and Wren 75 from 
Wren Turbines Ltd, the Pegasus model from AMT, and the AT280 from US Microjet. This 
comparison considered not only factual data but also input and opinions from all group members, 
our advisor and others.  
Table 2. Quality Function Deployment Matrix 
 
To begin the selection, a list of criteria was created upon which to compare the engines.   
This list is shown on the left hand side of Table 2. Engine size was of small concern as all the 
engines we were looking into were designed for remote-controlled aircraft.  The four engines did 
 AMT Pegasus Wren 70 Wren 75 
US Microjet 
AT280 Category Value 
Thrust 4 2 2 3 1 
Footprint 3 3 3 3 3 
Mass Flow Rate  2 3 3 2 1 
Exhaust 
Temperature 3 3 3 3 3 
Fuel Type 3 3 3 3 3 
Fuel 
Consumption 1 4 4 2 3 
Order Delay 1 2 3 4 2 
Price 1 3 3 2 4 
Safety 2 4 4 2 5 
Noise 1 2 2 1 3 
Instrumentation 
Included 3 2 2 2 4 
Total 79 109 111 87  
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not therefore vary in size enough to impact the engine choice decision.  The engines did however 
vary in thrust. Although none of the engines produced enough thrust to constitute a safety 
concern, the thrust output of the engine was important to the design of the test stand itself.   The 
weight of the engine was similar to the thrust, in that it gave important parameters to consider in 
the design of the test stand and varied between all engines.  However these differences were not 
sufficient to greatly impact the design and so weight was not included as a decision criterion.  
The footprint of the stand required for each engine was an important parameter due to space 
limitation in the test cell. The difference in size of the engines is not however, large, and 
footprint, although important, did not therefore truly affect the selection process.  The mass flow 
rate of each engine was a particularly important parameter that not only varied across the engines 
but also dictated the exhaust requirements of the test cell.  The exhaust temperature, like the 
mass flow rate, determined some of the exhaust parameters and therefore extraction 
requirements. This parameter did not however vary greatly between the engines.  The exhaust 
gas composition, as with the exhaust temperature, dictated exhaust requirements, an important 
part of the test cell, but did not vary between engine choices as they all required the same fuels.  
The fuel consumption of each engine increased significantly with the larger engines, which drove 
the fuel storage requirement for the test cell and was an important parameter considered for the 
selection process.  Price varied greatly across the engines, typically going with thrust. All 
engines were, however, within the budget allocated, and so this criterion was not a major concern 
of the project.  These known criteria accounted for a great deal of the reasoning for our eventual 
selection. 
Amongst the list of criteria considered for the engine selection there were many unknown 
variables in various categories. The reason for these unknown parameters was the unavailability 
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of this information from the manufacturers.  The main unknown parameter was the safety factor 
of the engine.  We determined the factor of safety to be based almost solely on revolution speed 
of the turbine as the engine diameter did not vary widely between the models that were looked 
into.  This safety factor was of great importance to the project and had to be estimated based on a 
number of other known parameters.  The internal structure and design of the engine was also 
important: a more densely designed engine would limit the placement of our required sensors 
inside intricate engine parts.  This criterion was, however, decided to be an issue of little to no 
difference between the engines as we had only a basic idea of what any of the internal structures 
looked like and, as their size did not vary greatly, we assumed that there would be no major 
advantage of one over another.  The noise created by the engines was also an important 
parameter as it would determine the requirements for sound proofing the room and test stand.  
The decibel level for a running engine was only provided by one company from which similar 
qualities were assumed for the other engines.  Although each engine manufacturer did provide a 
list of included instruments and parts, these lists were not sufficiently detailed to allow 
differences between the engines to be identified.  
In order to evaluate the engines, a quality function deployment matrix (or decision 
matrix), which assigned weighted values to the identified criteria, was drawn up. The weighting 
on each criterion is a measure of the importance of that criterion to the application. Each engine 
was then scored under each criterion, higher scores going to the engines that performed better in 
that criterion. The engine scores and criterion weightings were then multiplied and added for all 
criteria to yield an overall score for each engine. This matrix was filled out by all group 
members, taking all opinions objectively and applying them to the four engines.  This matrix 
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acted as an aid to clearly gather the weighted criteria in a single chart, allowing the engine 
decision to be made with all information available. This matrix is shown in Table 2. 
Some of the differences noted between engines were small; however others were 
significant and had the potential to affect successful completion of some aspects of the project.  
The main difference between the engines was the thrust the engines were capable of producing.  
This difference was split into the two groups of engines: the Wren Turbines engines had a lower 
output thrust while the AMT and US Microjet engines were both around twice the output of their 
Wren counterparts.  The prices of all four engines also varied according to this difference in 
performance.  This difference in power drove other criteria.  The thrust is directly related to the 
load that the test stand was required to support, as well as the concern for safety.  The power of 
the engines was also directly related to their fuel consumption which then drove the fuel storage 
requirements of the test cell. High thrust therefore not only increased facility related challenges, 
but also reduced the safety factor of the lab.  The power difference also raised the mass flow of 
the engine which would require increased exhaust extraction rates in addition to an increased 
exhaust temperature.  The sole downside of the smaller Wren engines, from a technical stand 
point, was the questionable freedom inside the engine with which sensors could be placed. 
The end result of the selection process was the Wren 70 engine due to many of the 
parameters listed above but also due to our correspondence with our contact at Wren Turbines.  
The reason the Wren 70 was selected over the 75 was that the package available for the 70 was a 
pre-built kit assembly that was built with greater tolerances. This kit model was recommended 
over the 75 by Wren Turbines Ltd associates based on the need to make modifications to the 
engine to accommodate sensors. 
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4.2 Sensor Selection 
  To be able to create a lab in which the students will be able to properly interact 
with the engine, sensors are required that will allow the students to accurately calculate the 
required measurements in addition to the assumed constants that are explained in the previous 
section. To know how the accuracy of the sensor would affect the equations used to find the 
engines abilities certain calculations needed to be completed.  
 To calculate how the accuracy percentages of each sensor would affect an equation that is 
dependent on the variable that the sensor is measuring, the equation must be simplified to only 
contain the variables that are being measured. The more variables the equation has the more 
complex the uncertainty analysis. Once the equation is simplified to only include variables that 
will be measured, the equation was manipulated using each variable to find the influence 
coefficient of that variable on that particular equation. If the coefficient is in terms of other 
variables then it is solved for by substituting in for the variables using the minimum value that 
the sensor will measure, in this case the values when the engine is at idle. We found the values 
for the engine at idle and max in order to calculate the ideal values for specific thrust, specific 
fuel consumption, fuel to air ratio, compressor pressure ratio, compressor temperature ratio, and 
compressor efficiency at max and ideal. Most of these values were given in the engine manual or 
were calculated by comparing the know values. These values are show in Table 3.  
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Table 3. Ideal Max and Idle Values of the Engine 
 
Once the influence coefficient was solved for, we used the max and idle values for a 
specific measurement and compared them to the sensor’s accuracy and max which produces how 
accurate that sensor will be, in a percentage, at each of those values. That percentage is then 
multiplied by the corresponding influence coefficient, and then squared, added to the other 
sensors set of these, and is then square rooted to find the accuracy of the equation at max and 
idle. These percentages and influence coefficients are shown in table 4, with the two right 
columns representing the accuracy range of values of the variables in the left most column. 
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Table 4. Sensor Uncertainty Analysis Values 
 
 As Table 4 shows the accuracy of the variables is significantly higher at max than at idle 
because of the small values of the measured variables and the large range of the sensors in 
comparison. The accuracy of the sensor is measured in terms of the max value of the sensor’s 
range. The accuracy of the Specific thrust, fuel to air ratio, and compressor efficiency at idle are 
higher than 23% uncertainty, which could make the calculations the students do challenging. The 
uncertainty of compressor efficiency at max is still higher than we would like, but the equation to 
find it involves all of the sensors so the uncertainty will always be around that range for such low 
values for a turbine engine. 
The max and idle accuracy percentages for the equations change for each sensor, and 
decide which sensors are best based on what accuracy is acceptable for the measurement. After 
multiple different comparisons of sensors we finally found sensors that have a reasonable range 
compared to what was needed and a high enough accuracy that the calculations will not be 
unreasonable for their overall cost. 
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5. Test Stand Design 
5.1 Facilities Restrictions 
In order to satisfy the requirements from the Environmental and Occupational Safety 
Office (EOSO), the test stand was designed to include features that would provide the students 
and operators with a safe laboratory experience. The primary areas of concern were the isolation 
and removal of the high temperature exhaust gases, the storage of the fuels needed to start and 
run the engine, and the noise level the engine would produce. These concerns were individually 
researched to determine design solutions that would adequately meet the policies of the EOSO. 
 
5.1.1 Exhaust (composition, mass flow, and temperature) 
The two aspects considered for exhaust emissions were gas composition and temperature. 
The primary fuel for the gas turbine engine chosen is Kerosene, a hydrocarbon, which when put 
through combustion emits carbon-dioxide, water and hydrocarbons, as described in equation 
(13).  2𝐶12𝐻26 + 37𝑂2 → 12𝐶𝑂2 + 13𝐻2𝑂 + 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑠                            (13) 
The carbon-dioxide and hydrocarbons present in the exhaust means that there must be an 
adequate ventilation unit to remove the exhaust from the building to the outside where the 
concentrations will not harm anyone. In order to determine the necessary volumetric flow rate of 
the ventilation unit we determined the mass flow rate of the exhaust through the engine from 
specifications given by Wren Turbines. Although not available for the Wren 70, the mass flow 
rate for the Wren 75 - an almost identical model that is only capable of 1 more pound-force of 
thrust - was quoted as 210 grams per second at the engine’s maximum rpm [4]. This allowed us 
to determine the minimum requirement of the ventilation unit to cover all possible flow rates of 
the engine. Assuming an exhaust gas density of 1.2 kg/m3, this is equivalent to 370 ft3/min.  
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The other characteristic of the exhaust that needs consideration is the flow’s high 
temperature as it exits the engine. Again, the Wren 75 was quoted as having an exhaust gas 
temperature of around 650°C at maximum rpm [4]. The constraints that accompany this 
temperature deal with the placement or layout of the test cell footprint. The exhaust of the engine 
must be traveling in the direction of the ventilation unit with no objects to interfere with its 
course. This is to ensure the proper removal of all exhaust gases. 
 
5.1.2 Noise 
The primary reasons for considering the noise levels that the engine is likely to produce 
are in order to establish the effect on nearby classrooms that may have lectures running, and for 
the health risks associated with being exposed to high decibel noise levels for extended periods 
of time. The Fire Science Laboratory location eliminates the possibility of classroom interference 
but there are offices nearby. As with the exhaust specifications, we were only able to obtain 
noise levels for the Wren 75 which we can assume are similar to the Wren 70. The noise level of 
the Wren 75 was quoted at approximately 112 decibels “outside with buildings in proximity” [4]. 
Because this measurement of sound was conducted outside it is fair to estimate that the noise 
levels of the engine when being operated inside will be higher. According to several articles [5,6] 
concerning hearing loss due to occupational hazards, long term exposure begins to become a 
health risk at around 85 decibels. NIOSH (National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health) 
sets the time limit for the range of exposure of 112-115 decibels at around 30 seconds to 2 
minutes [7]. Dangerous Decibels®, a public health organization, recommends less than one 
minute [6]. If we assume there are no problems while conducting the lab, the necessary run time 
for the engine will be at least 5-10 minutes to procure necessary measurements at several 
different power levels, placing the exposure time to the noise above the damaging time limits. 
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The chosen solution is to purchase enough noise reducing ear defenders to accommodate 
everyone that is present in the test cell area while conducting the laboratory experiment. 
 
5.1.3 Fuel 
The fuel used by the engine is Kerosene. The concerns associated with Kerosene include 
flammability and spill prevention. The primary issue therefore lies in the storage of a flammable 
liquid and the associated restrictions imposed by state law and general safety requirements. The 
engine fuel will comprise 95% Kerosene and 5% oil for lubrication. The properties of Kerosene 
can therefore be assumed for the fuel. Document 527 Code of Massachusetts Regulations (CMR) 
14.00 [8] describes specifications for storing a flammable liquid. The document defines different 
classes of flammable liquids based on the flash point temperatures and the boiling point 
temperatures. The properties of Kerosene define the flash point of the liquid to be between 100°F 
and 162°F which under section 14.02 (definitions) of the CMR classifies Kerosene to be a Class 
II or Class IIIA Combustible liquid [8].  
According to the National Fire Prevention Agency document 30, table 4-2.3 [9], the 
maximum container size allowable without obtaining a permit and receiving an inspection from 
the fire department for Class II and Class IIIA combustible liquids is 20 liters (5.3 gallons). 
Another invaluable resource for dealing with chemicals or other dangerous materials are MSDS 
sheets [10]. The recommendations from these documents are not required by law but provide an 
extra level of safety to ensure the most secure lab environment. Under the storage section of the 
MSDS sheet for Kerosene it is recommended that all sources of sparks or ignition be avoided. A 
recommended means of achieving this is by simply grounding the fuel tank to avoid any type of 
static charge buildup. 
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5.2 Design Decisions 
As a result of these recommendations and research, the stand was designed to include an 
enclosure that prevents the engine operators from being able to place their hands in the exhaust 
stream at any point. This entails enclosing the area of the turbine stand that contains the actual 
engine with a transparent material that the students would still be able to view the engine 
through. The enclosure was designed so that the inlet and exhaust holes in the transparent 
material are sufficient in size and location to prevent interference with the air flow to keep 
measurements and assumptions accurate. Based on where the engine will be located during 
operation, an exhaust pipe was fashioned to more directly funnel the exhaust stream towards the 
ventilation unit. 
In addition to the hearing protection purchased, it was determined that attachments for the 
inlet and exhaust could be designed to help reduce the noise level. The important design factor of 
these attachments would be the elimination of any line of sight to the rotating parts of the engine. 
Each attachment is discussed in further detail below. 
The primary concerns for the safety requirements of the fuel tank design were the 
location on the test stand and elements of the container itself. To prevent the high temperature 
exhaust stream from influencing the fuel tank it was necessary to place the tank near the front 
end of the stand on the intake side of the engine. This is an easy requirement to accommodate as 
there are very few components of substantial size that will occupy space on the stand itself 
allowing for free placement of any parts that need to be considered. The more important design 
consideration that needed to be addressed to satisfy the facilities safety requirements was the 
design of the fuel tank itself. A secondary containment system was required that would act as a 
tray around the fuel tank to prevent any spills from spreading out of an easily contained area. 
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This design consideration was fulfilled by simply having the floor of the interior of the cart being 
a solid sheet of metal. 
 
5.2.1 Silencer 
The goal of the silencer and exhaust muffler system is to achieve a level of noise 
reduction that will reduce the negative impact on surrounding offices or classrooms for a 
reasonable price. The inlet and the exhaust pose their own separate requirements that influence 
the design of each component. The inlet requires a greater level of noise reduction than the 
exhaust, with the restriction that the flow entering the engine be as undisturbed as possible to 
achieve accurate sensor measurements. The exhaust requires that the noise reduction component 
be operational under extreme heat conditions, as the exhaust temperature can reach up to 600°C, 
and durable enough to last through many exposures to these conditions. 
The silencer was required to serve both to silence the noise generated by the engine inlet 
and also to ensure the smooth flow of air into the engine. The original concept for the silencer 
was derived from the Turbine Technologies, LTD. HushKit™ that can be purchased as an add-
on to the MiniLab™ Gas Turbine Power System. The design of this silencer consisted of a 
circular barrel that contained a series of parallel baffles stationed perpendicular to the flow. 
These baffles were created with holes to allow for air to flow through to the engine.  
Research into sound attenuation was performed in order to understand the basic design 
elements to be satisfied by the system. The key to maximum sound attenuation is to eliminate 
any line of sight paths through the silencer to the engine’s compressor [11]. Figure 2 shows a 
cut-away view of the silencer designed, showing the baffle system chosen. Figure 3 shows a 
front view of the same component. Figure 3 shows that there are no line of sight paths through 
the silencer.  
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Figure 2 - Cross sectional view of silencer design 
  
 
Figure 3 - Front view of Silence design 
 
Following choice of a design the materials that would serve to attenuate the sound were 
chosen. Typical materials used in aerospace sound dampening trials and tests include fiberglass 
options and different types of foam [12]. In the interest of remaining within the budget, less 
expensive alternative materials were chosen. The outer pipe has no function other than to be the 
casing for the baffles, allowing for the selection of less expensive material such as PVC piping. 
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Following communication with B.E. Crowley, an industrial supplies distributer, we received a 4 
foot off-cut section of 6 inch diameter PVC piping which provides enough length for 2 inlet 
silencers to be fabricated.  
For the sound dampening baffles foam was chosen. Through correspondence with 
Polymer Technologies Inc. an Applications Engineer recommended suitable products and widths 
for each application of the foam inside the silencer. Donations of foam samples were received 
from Polymer Technologies Inc.: one sheet of ¼ inch thick Polydamp Acoustic Foam for the 
lining of the PVC pipe and one sheet of ½ inch thick Polydamp Acoustical Foam laminated onto 
1 lb/sq.ft. Polydamp Acoustical Barrier for the vertical baffles. 
 
5.2.2 Bell-mouth 
Figure 4 shows the bell-mouth to be mounted on the front of the silencer.  This is made of ½” 
thick circular pipe insulation fastened around the front edge of the PVC pipe.  This bell-mouth is 
to ensure smooth air flow into the silencer and over the sensors in the flow downstream of the 
silencer.  
 
Figure 4 - Inlet bell-mouth 
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5.2.3 Silencer to Engine Interface 
Figure 5 shows the part that will mount onto the front of the engine to help smoothly 
transfer the flow from the 6” PVC silencer pipe diameter to the 3.5” engine inlet diameter. The 
key element to the design is that the wider side of this part will be able to slide freely along the 
inside rim of the silencer. This motion will allow accurate measurements of thrust to be acquired 
by the load cell while not detracting from the silencers goal of reducing noise by allowing gaps 
to form when the engine moves. Fabrication of this part was avoided due to the complexity of 
trying to machine the reducing section in one piece. A generic PVC reducer that satisfied our 
requirements was purchased.  
 
Figure 5 - Silencer to Engine Interface 
 
5.2.4 Exhaust Muffler 
The turbine emits exhaust gases at temperatures up to 600°C. This constraint meant that 
the material selection and design of the exhaust was significantly different to that of the inlet 
silencer. The exhaust also produces noise at a lower decibel level than the inlet, which allows for 
a simpler design. The concept for the exhaust attachment is based on the design of mufflers. 
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These have direct flow into a reservoir around the main pipe, which then exhausts into the flow 
of the ventilation system. Figure 6 shows a cut away of the design, and shows how the pipe is 
perforated on the end away from the engine, and how the chamber is attached over the perforated 
section. This design results in a disruption of the flow as well as the elimination of line of sight 
access to the source of the noise through the exhaust muffler attachment. The impact of the 
muffler on the sound from the outlet of the turbine has yet to be determined. Application of a 
muffler will be determined by the overall operational impact on both the performance of the test 
stand as well as the possible noise reduction.  
 
Figure 6 - Exhaust Tube and Muffler 
 
Due to the temperature of the exhaust flow, the chosen exhaust material was steel. B.E. 
Crowley was able to supply a donation of 4 feet of carbon steel pipe that is a suitable diameter to 
handle the diameter of the engine exhaust nozzle. The exhaust chamber at the end of the exhaust 
pipe has a greater diameter than the steel pipe in order to encompass the perforated area, and 
keep the flow traveling towards the ventilation unit. This proposed design will be added onto the 
existing exhaust system after its value to the test stand has been determined. Due to a lack of 
time, this task was not completed and so the exhaust consists of a simple steel exhaust duct. 
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5.2.5 Test Stand Considerations 
Initially the location for the storage and use of the test stand was undetermined.  Creating 
a devoted test cell was considered, however due to the costs of converting a room into a test cell 
for the use of the engine, it was ultimately decided that the operation of the engine would take 
place in the Fire Science Laboratory. The necessity of operating the engine in the Fire Science 
Laboratory drove the requirement that the test stand be portable, as the engine will be stored in 
the Gas Turbines Research Laboratory, three flights up from the Fire Science Laboratory.   
Containment is an important concern while operating the engine, insuring the safety of 
the students observing the test.  Catastrophic failure of the rotation shaft, resulting in blade-out, 
provides the worst case scenario that should be contained by the test stand.  This requires a 
substantial debris shield to take the sudden impact of a failed rotor.  The possibility of failure 
also necessitated the integration of an emergency shutdown switch to kill the power and fuel 
supply. 
 
5.3 Design Evolution and Model 
The original design was a simplistic open body cart constructed out of square steel tubes 
with the main stage being at standard table height. In addition to this, the cart had an open top 
with a small shroud over the engine in the rare case of turbine blade failure.  The next design 
iteration of the cart included a polycarbonate top with access for both the inlet and exhaust on 
either end of the turbine.  The design of the lower region of the cart included side walls, a solid 
metal floor and doors to better contain the system.  The next model update included a silencer in 
order to reduce inlet noise as well as a muffler on the exhaust side to reduce jet noise as well as 
to deal with the hot exhaust gases.  Subsequent designs included the computer and monitor on 
the stand along with a keyboard tray to maximize the portability of the system.  The final update 
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to the design simplified the eventual manufacturing of the stand by reducing all parts to be made 
of stock materials or purchased parts.  This update also edited the design to reduce the quantity 
of materials required and to leave plenty of room for those parts not previously acquired. 
 
5.3.1 Main Test Stand Frame 
The main structure of the test stand, as shown in Figure 7, bellow, is made of hollow 1” 
square, 1/8” thick, steel tubing cut and welded into a rectangular 2’ by 3’ cart shape.  The upper 
portion of the cart opens with hinges in the rear to allow access to the engine and other 
components on the main shelf.  The main shelf support (that shown in Figure 7 with five beams 
running into the short dimension of the cart) of the stand was designed to support the engine and 
other parts that require close proximity or attachment, while providing ample open space.  This 
open area allows sensors and fuel lines to run from their respective end points to the engine with 
ease.  The secondary shelf support (below the main shelf, as seen in Figure 7, with three beams 
running into the shorter dimension of the cart) is meant to hold the main senor hardware with the 
exception of the data acquisition card and to provide a location for the keyboard tray.  The 
attachment shown to the left of the stand in Figure 7 is the mounting location for the monitor arm 
as well as the engine control and emergency kill switch.  These components were placed 
externally for ease of access and distanced from the operational components of the engine. The 
exact dimensions of this component are to be determined dependent on the development of the 
relevant systems being placed there.  
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Figure 7 - Main Stand 
The large amount of empty space shown below the second shelf support will contain the 
sensor and fuel lines as well as the fuel tank and the computer tower. This area is covered on the 
bottom by steel plate, all sides by paneling, and has doors on the front side for access.  This area 
is also used to store the ear defenders and earplugs when they are not in use.  The flooring of the 
stand is metal sheeting for additional support and the small rectangular sections in the corners 
will serve as the mounting locations for the rolling casters.  The driving factors behind this 
design were ease of construction, functionality, as well as the restrictions mentioned previously.  
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Though an easier method of construction would have been to modify an existing computer cart, 
the cost of such an undertaking was determined to be greater than the materials needed for this 
finalized design. 
 
5.3.2 Engine Mount 
The engine holder assembly, as shown in Figure 8 below, has a number of components 
each serving a unique purpose.  The green component in Figure 8 is the Wren 70 turbojet.  The 
bands around the engine are those provided by the supplier in order to mount the engine. These 
are screwed into the sides of the main engine holder.  The main engine holder is comprised of 
three pieces of quarter inch thick steel plate.  This part has the holes for the mounting brackets as 
well as the bolt connecting to the load cell (the component shown to right of the engine in Figure 
8).  Attached to the bottom of the engine holder there are two rails which rest in tracks. These 
allow the engine mount to move, thus allowing the load cell to measure the thrust created.  Under 
these rails are two pieces of quarter inch steel plate that are used to align the engine with the inlet 
and exhaust axially.  
 
Figure 8 - Engine Mount 
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5.3.3 Turbine Failure Shield 
Figure 9 shows the turbine failure shield designed to contain a catastrophic, turbine 
blade-out failure.  It is comprised of quarter inch thick steel plate to take the impact of a lost 
blade and protect the operator and lab participants against debris.  The base also serves as the 
mounting plate for the engine holder shown in Figure 8.  This was determined to be an adequate 
level of protection from blade out by comparing the energy of a rotating blade to the energy of a 
bullet fired from a handgun.  The energy of the blade was estimated at approximately two-thirds 
that of the handgun bullet and the quart inch steel was adequate protection against such a failure 
with the additional protection of the stainless steel engine casing that surrounds the turbine at just 
shy of one-tenth of an inch [4]. 
 
Figure 9 - Turbine Failure Shield 
5.3.4 Polycarbonate Cover 
The polycarbonate cover shown in Figure 10 is meant to prevent the occurrence of any 
accidental harm to students when dealing with the engine as well as protecting the engine from 
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any external interference.  This shield is supported by the top section of the steel structure shown 
in Figure 7 and is meant to be shatter resistant in the case of unforeseen engine problems.  
 
Figure 10 - Polycarbonate Cover 
5.3.5 Full Test Stand Assembly 
The full test stand assembly is shown in Figure 11 (sensors, wires and pressure lines not 
shown). This design includes a computer monitor on an armature as seen on the left of Figure 11, 
as well as the gas tank and computer tower, both in the enclosed lower level of the stand.  The 
keyboard and mouse for the computer are located on a tray which lies below the main shelf of 
the main test stand structure.  Other fixtures shown in the figure include handles on surfaces 
functioning as the doors to the stand.  The secondary shelf also has a platform for the sensors, 
which is shown on the right of the second level of the main stand structure.  The design of this 
test stand is meant to meet all the safety requirements imposed, while minimizing the cost of the 
project and providing optimal functionality as a learning tool to aid in the understanding of gas 
turbines. 
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Figure 11 - Full Test Stand Assembly 
5.4 Fabrication 
5.4.1 Materials and Tools 
The materials used were the least expensive and easiest to use for the purposes required 
by the project.  The 1” square steel tubing with .12” wall thickness was used for all the beams 
and dependent structures of the stand itself.  120’ of this steel tubing was purchased for use in the 
construction of the stand.  Sheet steel was bought in one-ninth inch thickness in 2’ by 3’ sheets, 
three were purchased.  Quarter inch thick steel plate was used from a 4’ by 4’ stock piece 
supplied by the Higgins Laboratories Machine Shop. 
The tools and techniques used on the materials that comprise the stand were those 
suggested by the monitors of the machine shops in both Washburn and Higgins Machine shops.  
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The tool most significantly used was the MIG welder, used in most of the metal to metal 
connections (all except those which are removable).  The plasma cutter was the second most 
used tool, utilized to cut all the sheet metal used on the stand from stock sizes.  The chop saw 
was used to cut the steel tubes to lengths appropriate for use.  The angle grinder, grind wheel, 
and pneumatic grinder were used to smooth over the flaws of the welds and cuts as well as 
prepare the materials for welding.  The drill press was used to create all the holes of varying 
diameters in the stand except where constraints required a hand drill to be used.  The metal tap 
was used solely on the engine mount to allow the engine to be firmly secured as instructed by 
Wren Turbines in the manual that came with the engine. 
 
5.4.2 Differences between Fabricated and Designed Stand 
The design of the stand has a number of differences from the fabricated version of the 
stand, each for certain reasons taken into account only after construction began.  The lid has two 
strips of steel plate that run across the front of the stand to give structure and support for the 
handle on the front of the stand as well as the polycarbonate shield.  The engine mount has 
changed to better deal with the geometry of the load cell which was confirmed after the actual 
unit was chosen.  The main shelf was changed to a full sheet of steel with only an access port for 
sensor and fuel lines, in order to better separate the sensors and fuel tank from the heat of the 
engine.  The exhaust no longer has the full muffler design in favor of just a straight tube of high 
carbon steel.  The engine rail system was changed to simple drawer slides with the engine mount 
itself welded to the rails; this was decided the best simple way to minimize the friction affecting 
the load cell measurement.  The rail system and the failure shield were also made fully 
removable via bolts and nuts that secure them down so the engine may be easily accessed.  The 
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casters are a different type and size than those depicted in the design models and are mounted 
inside the box corners which can be seen in Figure 7.  
 
Figure 12 - Fabricated Test Stand 
5.4.3 Challenges 
There were a number of challenges in the fabrication process starting with the stock 
materials which took far longer to arrive than expected.  Learning to weld was a challenge, 
however this did not take very long to reach proficiency for what our project needed.  Learning 
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to use the plasma cutter was simpler than using the welder however more dangerous and 
requiring unexpected skill to cut clean edges.  The trouble with using the grinders was to create 
straight edges as the grinding surface was not perfectly suited for such a use.  Creating the angled 
pieces on the front of the top part of the stand so that they would match up cleanly with both 
surfaces and each other proved rather difficult.  Welding in some of the joints proved difficult as 
the angle required was very awkward and challenging.  The attachment of the casters proved that 
the floor in the shop was not level and that the stand itself had to be leveled.  The alignment of 
the engine with both the exhaust pipe and the silencer proved challenging as they needed to be 
aligned axially across the length of the test stand.  The attachment of the keyboard proved 
challenging as drilling the holes for its bolts proved impossible as a last step so an additional bar 
had to be first attached. 
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6. Lab User Interface Design 
National Instruments LabVIEW 2009 is an application used to collect information from a 
source and output the data on screen. Code for this program is setup visually, and remains hidden 
when run.  A separate user interface has to be designed for students to use while gathering 
information. 
Our goal for using this program was to allow all pressure inputs to be displayed and 
updated on screen. This display would also have a throttle control to see how fast the engine is 
operating. The idea behind the interface was to allow students to easily view the data being 
collected in order to get the most out of the lab. Below in figure 13 is a picture of the user 
interface. The interface was designed based upon the information students would be quizzed on 
in their labs. This ultimately drove our design process for what we wanted to collect, and how we 
would design it on screen.  
 
Figure 13 - LabVIEW Front Panel 
Collecting information from the test stand required installing two DAQ cards with our 
selected sensors. After debugging the sensor inputs, we were able to set up the code so that 
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anyone who has to use it in the future can easily understand how it works. Below in figure 14 is a 
picture of the LabVIEW code setup used for our program. Originally, the code was setup for use 
by one DAQ card, but due to difficulties with sensor voltages we had to update the system to be 
used by two DAQ cards. The sensors were each installed on the DAQ individually and tested to 
figure out where their inputs were going. After this, the data being collected is put through filters 
to give us usable on-screen information and numbers. Finally, the information is sent to the 
visual user interface the students will be using during their labs.  
 
Figure 14 - LabVIEW Block Diagram 
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7. Sensor Integration 
The sensors we chose had to not only work over the range we needed for data acquisition, 
but also interface correctly with our DAQ cards. This posed a serious challenge due to the age of 
the DAQ card we had to use for this project. The sensors had to be installed with the DAQ and 
tested to make sure they worked properly and were interacting with the DAQ. After interfacing 
the sensors with the DAQ, we were able to set up the sensors in a manner that worked well with 
LabVIEW.  
The Data Acquisition Hardware that we used was two National Instrument’s SCXI-1322, 
each connected to a National Instrument’s SCXI-1122 that then connected to one National 
Instruments SCXI-1600, which transferred the analog signals into the computer using a USB to 
USB cable. This whole setup was housed and powered using a National Instrument’s SCXI-
1000. The SCXI-1322 DAQ boards have sixteen single signal channels that connected to the 
sensors using screw pins to grab the wires. The fact that the channels were single signal was a 
challenge because it meant that the power to the sensor and the signal that the DAQ has to read 
cannot be connected to the same channels, requiring each sensor to require two channels to work.  
The pressure sensors and the load cell put out a signal in voltage changes meaning they required 
one channel for voltage in and ground, and one channel for signal output. The temperature 
sensors, a thermistor and a thermocouple, were measured in resistance change which meant they 
required one channel for voltage in and ground, a constant current channel to allow a reference 
point for the current without resistance, and another channel for signal output. The different 
types of analog measurements, voltage and current, is what required two separate DAQ cards for 
LabVIEW to read and change into readings. 
The setup of the sensors was rather intricate process requiring other equipment besides 
the sensors themselves. Both the absolute pressure transducer and the differential pressure 
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transducer required converters from the metric threading around the air inlet to hose and small 
hosing to connect the pressure transducer to the engine, one for the absolute and two for the 
differential. Each pressure transducer required one connection to the engine which would meet 
flush with the inner surface of the engine case and the silencer. The differential pressure 
transducer also required a small metal tube which was bent at a 90° angle to allow the intake to 
be facing the airflow instead of being along the airflow. The thermocouple required a specific 
channel of the DAQ card that measured very small changes in current and compared the 
measurements to a “cold junction” installed in the card and uses a Wheatstone bridge 
configuration to measure the surrounding temperature. The thermistor came with two pre-
calibrated resistors that connected to the thermistor in two locations to measure the change in 
resistance of the thermistor. This setup is similar to a Wheatstone bridge, but uses the channel 
inputs in the DAQ card to connect.  
After setting up the LabVIEW and the hardware of the sensors we tested the sensors 
using the specifications of the hardware, shown in Appendix C, and known pressures, 
temperatures, and weights to check the sensors and the LabVIEW set up and made sure that they 
interacted together correctly. This process was done before the sensors were installed in case 
there were any issues with the set or hardware that would need editing. Once the sensors were 
accurate they were installed in the engine test stand. 
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8. Engine Control 
The final element for the project was to integrate the engine itself into the test stand. This 
process was broken down into a couple key stages. In order to ensure the functionality of the test 
stand, the operational requirements of the engine must be met. From these requirements we came 
up a control scheme for the engine and the user interface for the system. After creating the 
control layout, we addressed the challenges of the actual integration into the stand due to both 
time and skill limitations. 
 
8.1 Control Requirements for Engine 
The requirements for the operation of the engine were fairly straight forward. Upon 
receiving the Wren 70 we examined the included parts and documentation. The user manual laid 
out the operational schematic for the engine in both schematic and pictorial representations. 
Provided below is the pictorial representation of the required system in full. Both of these layouts 
can be found on pages 19 and 21 of the Wren 70 Operation Manual.  
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To clarify what is outlined in the image above, the entire system relies on the necessary 
requirements for the engine as well as the included engine control unit (ECU).  Below is a 
compact table listing the requirements for each.  
Table 5. Operational Requirements 
Operational Requirements 
Engine Engine Control Unit (ECU) 
Main Fuel Battery Input 
Starter Fuel Fuel Servo Connections 
ECU Input Throttle Input from Controller 
 
Upon arrival, the engine came with all of the necessary components for operation, 
including the battery and all necessary connecting cable, except the method of inputting a throttle 
signal. Due to its normal application in model aircraft, the included ECU was configured to 
receive standard pulse width modulated (PWM) signals from a remote control 
transmitter/receiver system.  
In order to integrate the engine into the test stand, we would have to satisfy several key 
elements. These elements are, making sure the cart is capable of storing both starter and running 
fuel for the engine, supplying the required power to the control systems, and providing the means 
for engine control by the user.  The fuel integration would not be complicated, we would just 
have to integrate two fuel containers for the respective fuels and make sure that the fuel lines 
were long enough. The throttle signal input would be slightly trickier to implement. In order to 
run the engine properly with the automatic start feature, the throttle signal must be able to 
maintain a steady state input as well as having trim control. Incorporating these elements into the 
test stand was the final stage in its creation. Due to the remaining time available in our project 
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period as well as the skill-set of our group, we put together a compilation of short term and long 
term plans for the implementation of these final stages of the project. 
 
8.2 Short Term Recommendations 
The initial goal for the test stand was to get the engine up and running as soon as 
possible. Considering the fact that we were unable to run the engine without first constructing the 
test stand, the functionality of the engine has yet to be reviewed. Before the installation of 
sensors in the engine, we thought it prudent to make sure that the engine worked up to its 
specifications before augmenting it in anyway. To this effect, we wanted the easiest method 
available to perform this evaluation. 
Our recommendation for the short term time period of simply getting the engine running 
would be to treat the engine as if it was on the wing. To elaborate on this, the engine comes 
already equipped to accept the standard PWM signal from a remote control receiver. It would 
make sense that the first attempt at engine operation would be in the manner that the engine was 
designed for. The additional equipment required for this setup would require no augmentation 
and would be relatively easy to acquire.  
In order to run the engine as if it was installed on a model aircraft, we would require a 
couple of additional pieces of equipment. The required additions to the cart would be a radio 
transmitter and companion receiver and a power system for the receiver. The transmitter and 
receiver would function as normal to provide the required input to the ECU. The receiver unit 
requires power, which for the short term would be provided by an additional model aircraft 
battery. These additions to the cart are not the best solutions, but are the quickest in the hopes of 
getting the engine up and running as soon as possible. 
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8.3 Long Term Recommendations 
After ensuring that the engine functions as designed and all of the sensors have been 
installed, a more permanent solution for user input and engine operation would be desired. 
Ideally, the centralization of all power sources and hardwiring the engine control into the test 
stand. These are the two changes that are different than the short term goals and will provide the 
finishing touches to the test stand.  
Regarding the power requirements for the operation of the engine, our recommendation is 
that the fuel pump, ECU, and user interface power come from a power supply that is connected 
to the main power strip inside of the test stand. Since standard wall voltages and currents are not 
appropriate for the electronics in question, a power supply, either stock if one can be found or 
have a custom one made, would be required. The advantages of this would be that there would 
no longer be any batteries to charge and that all of the electricity would be on one circuit and 
therefore one emergency stop. This addition would make the limiting factor for operation the 
fuel supplies and not the discharge time of the batteries. 
For the user interface, a custom system would have to be designed. The system would 
have to include a throttle and trim input for the use of the user, electronics to convert those inputs 
into PWM signals, and then transfer those converted signals to the ECU. Due to the limitations 
of our skills, we do not have a specific design in mind, only that the system should have the 
ability to run the engine as designed and incorporate an emergency stop for the entire test stand. 
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9. Conclusions 
The construction of a miniature gas turbine test stand was a challenging capstone design 
project designed to complete the Major Qualifying Project requirement for the Aerospace Degree 
at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. Our overall goal for this project was to construct a miniature 
gas turbine test stand that would be able to run, be controlled by the user, and visually display the 
desired data. While this proved to be a large feat for such a short time period, we were able to 
come very close to accomplishing this. With more time, we would have completed this project in 
full. While there are few written works online detailing projects such as this, enough resources 
are available to make a complete, accurate end product possible.  
The most challenging section of this project for our Aerospace Engineering group was 
creating the control interface system, a task that requires a background in Electrical and 
Computer Engineering. While this project will come to full completion within the next year, 
having members with backgrounds in this area is critical to producing a well-constructed test 
stand interface. Although funds may be an issue, opting for a more up to date DAQ card will 
allow more freedom in sensor selection and installation. Construction of a silencer proved to be 
simple and required little funding with the added benefit of this attachment is well worth the time 
and cost.  
Total fabrication of our test stand required many man hours, including time spent 
learning how to utilize the proper equipment. While we were able to finish the stand in time, it is 
essential to start this process as early as possible. The fabrication process was driven by the 
needs of the force balance and turbine selection, both of which are driven by aerodynamic and 
error analysis. These two areas of analysis were chokepoints for this project and should be 
started by the entire group as early as possible. Doing so will allow the most accurate and 
complete construction of a test stand in the future.  
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10. Recommendations 
During the completion of our project there were several areas in which additional work is 
either required or would add a significant amount to the completion of the project. This 
additional work falls into the individual categories of the project itself. For the reference of 
future groups expanding on our accomplishments, our recommendations have been organized by 
their relevant section and presented below. 
 
10.1 Fabrication Recommendations 
There are some things left for the fabrication of the test stand to be fully complete.  The 
stand requires the monitor mount attachment as well as the structure for the engine control box.  
The polycarbonate cover for the top of the stand needs to be cut and attached.  The doors for the 
bottom of the stand need to be fabricated as well as all the siding to surround the lower portion of 
the stand.  The stand needs to be leveled on an actual level surface.  The finishing hardware such 
as handles and locks needs to be purchased and attached where appropriate on the stand. 
 
10.2 Sensor Recommendations 
One of the primary issues with sensor selection and purchasing was finding sensors that 
could properly interface with our DAQ cards. While we were able to eventually find sensors that 
would work with them, there were a few instances where we had to settle for sensors with less 
than ideal accuracy. This was also primarily due to financial constraints imposed by this project. 
If finances were not an issue, one of the largest improvements that could be made would be to 
acquire a more up-to-date DAQ card, and to make sure that it will interface with the proper 
sensors needed. While the sensors we selected still did the job, improved accuracy and ease of 
use with the DAQ card would go a long way in improving the end result of a test stand.  This 
would also allow users to clean up the LabVIEW code. While there are other programs that can 
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do the same job as LabVIEW, we found it convenient to use and recommend its use for similar 
projects in the future. 
 
10.3 Fire Science Laboratory Recommendations 
Since our test stand will be operating in the Fire Science Laboratory at Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute, the stand and the experiments being performed must meet the existing 
specifications. Upon the decision to operate our stand in the Fir Science Laboratory, we 
requested all relevant material for creating an approved experiment. From this documentation we 
determined that our experiment, as we had designed it, would be acceptable for the laboratory 
with only a minimal amount of additional paperwork.  
After the construction of the final test stand is complete, the following documentation 
will need to be completed. Following the master checklist for Fire Science Laboratory operation, 
the operator of the experiment will have to complete the necessary training. In addition to this 
the full experiment, from set up and start up to shut down and cleaning up, will have to be 
described exactly as they are to be performed. Any and all safety hazards need to be identified in 
addition to the measures being taken to mitigate them. Finally all documentation must be on file 
with the Fire Science Laboratory manager and all students participating in the lab must 
understand and undergo any relevant training. There may be additional safety and training 
measures required by the Fire Science department that would also have to be addressed. 
 
10.4 Engine Control Recommendations 
The detailed recommendations regarding the engine control system were presented in the 
relevant section above. To summarize what still needs to be done, the work falls into the two 
broad categories of power management and operator input. On the side of power management, a 
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power supply either needs to be created or procured to supply the required power for the fuel 
pump, ECU, and the operator control system. This operator control system, ideally, should be 
hard-wired and fully integrated into the test stand. This would prevent additional sources of 
malfunction as well as having the benefit of keeping the entire system integrated and therefore 
easier to safeguard. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A – Derivation of Equations 
This appendix contains details of the derivation of the equations relevant to the design of the 
laboratory experiment. In order to keep the analysis as accurate as possible, the equations used to 
develop the laboratory exercise centered on the turbojet are based on the approach of non-ideal 
cycle analysis. The assumptions made include: 
• The gas is calorically perfect upstream of the combustor with properties:   𝑐𝑝𝑐, 𝛾𝑐 
• The gas is calorically perfect downstream of the combustor with properties:   𝑐𝑝𝑡,𝛾𝑡 
• The universal gas constant is constant throughout the engine:  𝑅 
• All components, except the burner, are assumed to be adiabatic 
• Efficiencies of the compressor and turbine can be described by means of constant 
polytropic efficiencies 
• Bleed and leakage is neglected between all engine stations. 
The station numbers in the following equations are in reference to Figure 1. 
A.1: Mass Flow Rate 
The derivation of the Mass Flow rate (?̇?1), as given in equation (2) is as follows: 
Starting with the conservation equation: 
?̇?1 = 𝜌1𝑉1𝐴1  (𝐴1) 
Taking the definition for stagnation pressure: 
𝑃𝑡1 = 𝑃1 + 𝜌1𝑉122      
 (𝐴2) 
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Solving (A2) for 𝜌1, substituting into (A1) and solving for 𝑉1 yields: 
𝑉1  = 2(𝑃𝑡1 − 𝑃1)𝐴1?̇?1    
 (𝐴3) 
 
Taking the equation of state: 
𝑃1 = 𝜌1𝑅𝑇1   (𝐴4) 
In addition to the relationship between static and stagnation temperature: 
𝑇1 = 𝑇𝑡1 − 𝑉122𝐶𝑝𝑐 
 (𝐴5) 
Substituting (A5) into (A4) and solving for 𝜌1: 
𝜌1 = 2𝐶𝑝𝑐𝑃12𝑅𝐶𝑝𝑐 − 𝑅𝑉12 
 (𝐴6) 
Substituting (A6) into the conservation equation (A1): 
?̇?1 = 2𝐶𝑝𝑐𝐴1𝑃1𝑉12𝑅𝐶𝑝𝑐 − 𝑅𝑉12 
 (𝐴7) 
Substituting (A3) into (A7): 
?̇?1 = 2𝐶𝑝𝑐𝐴1𝑃1 �2(𝑃𝑡1 − 𝑃1)𝐴1?̇?1 �2𝑅𝐶𝑝𝑐 − 𝑅 �2(𝑃𝑡1 − 𝑃1)𝐴1?̇?1 �2 
 
 (𝐴8) 
Simplifying the complex fraction and rearranging (A8): 
?̇?1 = �4𝐶𝑝𝑐𝐴12𝑃1(𝑃𝑡1 − 𝑃1)?̇?1 �� ?̇?12?̇?122𝑅𝐶𝑝𝑐 − 4𝑅(𝑃𝑡1 − 𝑃1)� 
 (𝐴9) 
Combining both fractions, simplifying and solving for ?̇?1 yields the final equation: 
?̇?1 = �4𝐴12�(𝑃𝑡1 − 𝑃1) �𝐶𝑝𝑐𝑃1 + 𝑅(𝑃𝑡1 − 𝑃1)�2𝑅𝐶𝑝𝑐  
 (𝐴10) 
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A.2: Stagnation Pressure Ratio across Compressor 
The derivation of the overall stagnation pressure ratio across the compressor (𝜋𝑐), as given in 
equation (9) is as follows: 
 
Taking the definition for 𝜋𝑐, substituting the assumption of an the ideal diffuser yields: 
𝜋𝑐 = 𝑃𝑡3𝑃𝑡2        𝑃𝑡2 = 𝑃𝑡0 = 𝑃𝑡1      𝜋𝑐 = 𝑃𝑡3𝑃𝑡1         
 
 
 (𝐵1) 
Using the definition for stagnation pressure at station 3: 
𝑃𝑡3 = 𝑃3 + 𝜌3𝑉322  
 (𝐵2) 
Then solving the conservation at station 3 for 𝑉3and substituting into (B2): 
𝑃𝑡3 = 𝑃3 + 𝜌3 � ?̇?3𝜌3𝐴3�22  
 (𝐵3) 
Simplifying (B3) and dividing by 𝑃𝑡1 yields the final expression: 
𝜋𝑐 = 𝑃3𝑃𝑡1 + ?̇?322𝑃𝑡1𝜌3𝐴32 
 (𝐵4) 
 
A.3: Density at Station 3 
In order to solve for both mass flow and the relevant pressures and temperatures an 
expression for the density at station 3 (𝜌3) is required.  
 
Starting with the conservation and Ideal Gas Law equations at station 3: 
?̇?3 = 𝜌3𝐴3𝑉3            𝑃3 = 𝜌3𝑅𝑇3           
Then substituting into the definition for static temperature at station 3: 
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 𝑇3 = 𝑇𝑡3 − 𝑉322𝐶𝑝𝑐 
Yields: 
𝑇3 = 2𝐶𝑝𝑐𝑇𝑡3 − 𝑉322𝐶𝑝𝑐  
 
 (𝐶1) 
Solving the Ideal Gas Law equation for 𝜌3 and substituting in (C1) yields: 
𝜌3 = 2𝐶𝑝𝑐𝑃32𝐶𝑝𝑐𝑅𝑇𝑡3 − 𝑅𝑉32 
(𝐶2) 
Substituting (C2) into the conservation equation at station 3 and simplifying: 
?̇?3�2𝐶𝑝𝑐𝑅𝑇𝑡3 − 𝑅𝑉32� = 2𝐶𝑝𝑐𝑃3𝐴3𝑉3  (𝐶3) 
Rearranging (C3) into a polynomial in terms of coefficients of 𝑉3: 
�
?̇?3𝑅2𝐶𝑝𝑐�𝑉32 − (𝑃3𝐴3)𝑉3 + 𝑇𝑡3?̇?3𝑅 = 0 
(𝐶4) 
In order to find the expression for 𝑉3, the quadratic equation was used: 
𝑉3 =
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
𝐴3𝑃3 − �𝐴3
2𝑃3
2 −
2?̇?32𝑅2𝑇𝑡3
𝐶𝑝𝑐
𝑚3̇ 𝑅
 
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
 
 
 (𝐶5) 
Substituting (C5) back into the conservation equation and solving for 𝜌3 yields: 
𝜌3 = �?̇?3𝐴3 �
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
𝐴3𝑃3 − �𝐴3
2𝑃3
2 −
2?̇?32𝑅2𝑇𝑡3
𝐶𝑝𝑐
𝑚3̇ 𝑅
 
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
−1
 
 
 (𝐶6) 
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Appendix B – Design Models 
 
This drawing shows the primary frame of the test stand and gives dimensions for the different 
steel bar lengths. The modifications for attaching the casters to the frame can also be seen in this 
drawing in on the bottom corners of the isometric view.  
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This CAD drawing shows the ‘Cover Brace’ part which is the frame for the polycarbonate 
hatch/door for the upper portion of the test stand.  
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This drawing provides the dimensions for the engine mount and a detailed view of how the load 
cell attaches to measure thrust. 
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This drawing shows the turbine failure shield that will encompass the engine. The shape was 
determined because the thickness of the metal prevents the machining of a single piece semi-
circular shield. 
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This drawing shows the concept of the full stand assembly giving basic dimensions to provide a 
scale. 
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Appendix C – Assembly Views 
C.1 Isometric View of Fabricated Main Stand 
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C.2 Front View of Fabricated Main Stand Testing Surface 
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C.3 Angled View of Assembled Stand With Mounted Engine 
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C.4 Inlet View of Assembled Stand  
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C.5 Exhaust View of Assembled Stand 
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Appendix D – Sensor Specifications 
This Appendix shows all the sensor specifications and calibration sheets. All of the sensors we 
chose for this project came from Omega Engineering, Inc.  
D.1 Load Cell 
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D.2 Absolute Pressure Transducer 
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D.3 Differential Pressure Transducer 
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D.4 Type J Thermocouple 
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D.5 Thermistor 
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